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Deep thoughts time! Don’t get frustrated by deep thoughts—humans have struggled with them for 
ages. Our discussion is designed to ease us through them with minimal pain. And stretching your 
brain is good in that once you’ve done so, it will never go back to its original size. 

I. Location 
1. How big is a point in space? 

2. Consider two points, A and B. How many points would 
one pass through on a journey from A to B? 

3. Consider three points, A, B, and C.  
a. How many points would one pass through on a journey 
from A to C? 

b. What is it that’s greater from A to C than it is from A to B?  
The number of


4. That’s what we mean when we use the term, ______________________________ 

II. Clock Reading 
1. How long will / did noon last today? 

2. Consider two clock readings, 12:00 and 12:01. How many clock readings occur between them? 

3. Consider three clock readings, 12:00, 12:01, and 1:00.  
a. How many How many clock readings occur between 12:00 and 1:00? 

b. What is it that’s greater between 12:00 and 1:00 compared to 12:00 and 12:01?  
The number of


4. That’s what we mean when we use the term, ______________________________

FelixPhyzSpringboard: 
Space and Time

·
A

·
B

·
C

A point is infinitely small.

A point is “infinitesimal”.

There are infinite points between A and B.

There are infinite points between A and C.

finite units of length (linear space), such as meters inches

Noon does not last for any length of time.

There are infinite clock readings between 12:00 and 1:00. seconds hours

There are an infinite number of clock readings between 12:00 and 12:01.

finite units of time, such as

distance

interval (or “time”)
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III. Coordinating Space and Time: Linking Locations and Clock Readings 
1. During a PE exercise, Morgan was moving at a constant rate across the football field. The 
following observations were made: 

• At 9:37:13, she was at the 7-yard mark. 
• At 9:37:21, she was at the 33-yard mark (on the same side of the field). 

a. How far did Morgan move in this time? 

b. How long did it take for Morgan to move that far? 

c. What about Morgan’s motion can now be determined? 

d. Determine it! 

2. Morgan’s friend, Riley, was moving on the other side of the field: 

• At 9:38:38, she was at the 13-yard mark. 
• At 9:38:47, she was at the 42-yard mark. 

Was Riley’s motion faster, slower, or the same as Morgan’s? Support your answer with a calculation.

33 yard – 7 yard = 

26 yards

21 s – 13 s =

8 s

Morgan’s speed can be determined.

26 yards

8 seconds

Slower

= 3.25 yards/second

29 yards

9 seconds

= 3.22 yards/second


